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The essential companion to keep you and your friends entertained on your next road trip. Travel has become a little…complicated over the past few years, so more and more people are rediscovering the joys of the humble road trip. There’s never been a better time to hit the road with a car full of friends. Featuring timeless classics such as “I Spy,” “Never Have I Ever,” and plenty of new games, this gorgeously designed deck will keep you entertained and the conversations
flowing on your adventures.
Toddlers notice all kinds of interesting things in pictures. This book recreates eleven Bible scenes with cheery cartoon pictures with lots of little extras for little kids to find. There are activities, games, crafts to complete, and adorable stickers! A companion title to the I Spy Bible.
This activity book can help keep the kiddos occupied during a road trip. Keep track of the date(s), locations and things you see during your family road trip. Keep these memories to hand down to future generations.
I Spy With My Little Eye - Vehicle Activity Guessing Game for Kids 2-5 Can you find them all? This book will help your child learn how to recognize letters, colors and objects. Book Description: Fun game to keep your child entertained Let them learn about letters, colors and objects Beautiful designs for all ages 8.25" by 8.25" Put a SMILE on your Children face! Scroll up and BUY NOW!
Keep the Kids Occupied
My Family Road Trip I Spy Log Book
Rhinelander v. Rhinelander and the Law of the Multiracial Family
First 1, 2, 3
I Spy on the Road
A Former R&AW Chief Deconstructs How Nations andIntelligence Agencies Construct Narratives

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The “master storyteller” (San Francisco Chronicle) behind the New York Times bestseller The Spy and the Traitor uncovers the true story behind one of the Cold War’s most intrepid spies. “[An] immensely exciting, fast-moving account.”—The Washington Post NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Foreign Affairs • Kirkus Reviews • Library
Journal In 1942, in a quiet village in the leafy English Cotswolds, a thin, elegant woman lived in a small cottage with her three children and her husband, who worked as a machinist nearby. Ursula Burton was friendly but reserved, and spoke English with a slight foreign accent. By all accounts, she seemed to be living a simple, unassuming life. Her neighbors in the village knew little about her. They
didn’t know that she was a high-ranking Soviet intelligence officer. They didn’t know that her husband was also a spy, or that she was running powerful agents across Europe. Behind the facade of her picturesque life, Burton was a dedicated Communist, a Soviet colonel, and a veteran agent, gathering the scientific secrets that would enable the Soviet Union to build the bomb. This true-life spy
story is a masterpiece about the woman code-named “Sonya.” Over the course of her career, she was hunted by the Chinese, the Japanese, the Nazis, MI5, MI6, and the FBI—and she evaded them all. Her story reflects the great ideological clash of the twentieth century—between Communism, Fascism, and Western democracy—and casts new light on the spy battles and shifting allegiances of
our own times. With unparalleled access to Sonya’s diaries and correspondence and never-before-seen information on her clandestine activities, Ben Macintyre has conjured a page-turning history of a legendary secret agent, a woman who influenced the course of the Cold War and helped plunge the world into a decades-long standoff between nuclear superpowers.
Dr. Seuss’s very first book for children! From a mere horse and wagon, young Marco concocts a colorful cast of characters, making Mulberry Street the most interesting location in town. Dr. Seuss’s signature rhythmic text, combined with his unmistakable illustrations, will appeal to fans of all ages, who will cheer when our hero proves that a little imagination can go a very long way. (Who wouldn’t
cheer when an elephant-pulled sleigh raced by?) Now over seventy-five years old, this story is as timeless as ever. And Marco’s singular kind of optimism is also evident in McElligot’s Pool.
Alex Scott is an ace special government agent who loves his job and his country. Kelly Robinson is a boxing superstar who loves the limelight, the ladies ... and himself. No two men could be less alike –– but now they're going to have to work together to keep the deadliest weapon in the world out of terrorist hands. All they have to do is infiltrate the fortress–like European lair of a bloodthirsty
billionaire arms dealer and steal back the stolen super–stealth bomber Switchblade from under his nose. They're a long way from home and outgunned five hundred–to–one, with the fate of the free world in their hands. But Scott and Robinson really have only one thing to fear ... Robinson and Scott!
I-SPY Every Vehicle on the RoadWhat Can You Spot?Collins
Road Trip Games
Cemetery Road
According to Our Hearts
I-SPY in the Street
I-SPY Car Badges Size 6*9 100 Pages
I-SPY Every Vehicle on the Road

Beat the boredom and take time out from screens with this pocket-sized book packed with facts, photos and fantastic spots for hours of fun!
DIV This landmark book looks at what it means to be a multiracial couple in the United States today. According to Our Hearts begins with a look back at a 1925 case in which a two-month marriage ends with a man suing his wife for misrepresentation of her race, and shows how our society has yet to come to terms with interracial marriage. Angela Onwuachi-Willig
examines the issue by drawing from a variety of sources, including her own experiences. She argues that housing law, family law, and employment law fail, in important ways, to protect multiracial couples. In a society in which marriage is used to give, withhold, and take away status—in the workplace and elsewhere—she says interracial couples are at a disadvantage,
which is only exacerbated by current law. /div
Find over 100 aircraft badges with this i-SPY guide. This fun activity book encourages kids to take a closer look at airplanes and cars, looking for i-SPY. A fun and interactive way to encourage curious children to learn about the world around them. What can you discover? Get i-SPYing with these features: * Vibrant images of aircraft and cars Bicycle and road signs
stickers
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through burned
America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they
are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of:
ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation.
Vehicle Adventure
The Everything Kids' Travel Activity Book
I Spy Book for Kids Ages 2-5, Toddlers and Preschoolers, Fun Picture Puzzle Game with Trucks, Excavators, Diggers and More
Road Trip! USA
And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street
American Spy

In The Ultimate Goal, Vikram Sood, former chief of India's external intelligence agency, the Research and Analysis Wing (R&AW), explains 'the narrative' and how a country's ability to construct, sustain and control narratives, at home and abroad, enhances its strength and position. Intelligence agencies invariably play a critical role in this, an often-indispensable tool of statecraft. A 'narrative' may not necessarily be based on truth,
but it does need to be plausible, have a meaning and create a desired perception. During most of the twentieth century, intelligence agencies helped shape narratives favourable to their countries' agendas through literature, history, drama, art, music and cinema. Today, social media has become crucial to manipulating, countering or disrupting narratives, with its ability to spread fake news disinformation, and provoke reactions.
Packed with interesting information about all the things you might see on a road trip, this book is sure to make even the longest of drives more fun! Close-up photographs and handy tips on where to spot each item ensure that it won e(tm)t be long before they have enough points to claim an i-SPY On a Road Trip certificate. From road signs and car badges to pheasants and foxes, you e(tm)re sure to spot all sorts of things you
might not expect to see on a road trip! i-SPY On a Road Trip includes hundreds of animals and road features to look out for, so keep an i-SPY out wherever you go! e spy it e" up to 200 fun things to spot around you e spot it e" tick it off when you see it e score it e" score points for each spot and send off for your official i-SPY certificate Children will love this fun and fascinating i-SPY book!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the
hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck,
Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to
effect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks,
romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
For many sports fans there's no such thing as too much baseball. In I Spy with My Little Eye: Baseball, readers get double the fun. Brad Herzog (H is for Home Run: A Baseball Alphabet) teams up with photographer David Milne to create a visual puzzle book that challenges the deductive skills and sharp eyes of young readers. Dual look-alike photographs are filled with baseballs, bats, and memorabilia. But one of the scenes in
each photo pair has been slightly altered. Can you see the changes? How many can you find? Poetic clues help young fans and seasoned veterans spot the differences. From the number of trophies in the case to the jerseys hanging in a locker room, baseball fans of all ages will enjoy this new way of spying the game! Brad Herzog's books with Sleeping Bear Press include Full Count: A Baseball Number Book and S is for Save
the Planet: A How-to be Green Alphabet. Brad has won several awards from the Council for Advancement and Support of Education. He lives on California's Monterey Peninsula. David Milne is a third-generation photographer in Toronto, Canada. He studied at Brooks Institute of Photography in Santa Barbara, California. David photographs art for numerous galleries and artists, corporate portraits, and products. David was also the
photographer for I Spy with My Little Eye: Hockey.
Cars, Trucks and More | a Fun Activity Learning, Picture and Guessing Game for Kids | Toddlers and Preschoolers Books |
I-Spy on a Road Trip
Spy It! Score It!
The Road
I Spy Bible Sticker and Activity Book
Caution! Road Signs Ahead

Packed with interesting information about all kinds of vehicles and signs you may see on the motorway, this book is ideally suited to lengthy car rides. With vibrant photographs of each item, and top tips on where to spot them, it wonâe(tm)t be long before they have enough points to claim an i-SPY On the Motorway certificate. From standard motorway sights such as variable message signs and breakdown vans,
to more unusual items including pigs and tractors, there are all sorts of things you might not expect on the motorway. This i-SPY book includes hundreds of things to spot, so keep an i-SPY out whether youâe(tm)re cruising along or stuck in a traffic jam! âe¢ spy it âe" up to 200 fun things to spot around you âe¢ spot it âe" tick it off when you see it âe¢ score it âe" score points for each spot and send off for your
official i-SPY certificate Children will love using this fun and fascinating i-SPY book!
A groundbreaking book in its unflinchingly honest portrayal of childhood dilemmas, "Harriet the Spy" remains one of the most acclaimed children's novels ever written.
Empower backseat passengers to become informed backseat drivers with this road sign decoder featuring 35 shaped road signs From road signs around the neighborhood, like School Crossing and Playground, to signs you zoom past on the highway, this hefty reference board book highlights and explains 35 road and highway signs for the youngest readers on the go. The shaped pages make each sign tactilely
memorable, and the carefully crafted one-sentence explanations will easily guide young readers as they contextualize the world that zips past their backseat windows.
Take this book along on your travels near and far. This classic car game makes it fun to spot interesting things along the way.
A Guide to African American Wellness
I Spy with My Little Eye Baseball
A Guide to the Capital Region's Secret History
I-SPY on a Road Trip
Reclaiming Our Health
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staff and Guests
A book recalling what it was like to be a child in the 1950s, including home life, school days, music and fashions.
Teaches readers their numbers by asking them to find a specific number of items on each page.
Packed with interesting information about vehicles of all shapes and sizes, and with a vibrant photograph of each, this book is sure to keep any young vehicle enthusiast occupied for hours. With plenty of tips on how to spot them, it wonâe(tm)t be long before they have enough points to claim an i-SPY Every Vehicle
on the Road certificate. With a variety of vehicles, from trucks and vans to limousines and coaches, this book provides hours of entertainment ideally suited to long car journeys. i-SPY Every Vehicle on the Road includes hundreds of vehicles to spot, so keep an i-SPY out wherever you go! âe¢ spy it âe" up to 200 fun
things to spot around you âe¢ spot it âe" tick it off when you see it âe¢ score it âe" score points for each spot and send off for your official i-SPY certificate Children will love using this fun and fascinating i-SPY book!
Road trip! Look, find, and laugh with silly space family as they zoom across the galaxy in search of a perfect space vacation! 13 crazy busy scenes like a gas station, llama planet, upside-down planet, and the Star Hotel are hours of seek and find fun. Perfect for a real car trip, airplane travel, and any time that
is quiet read and play time! Collect the entire I Spy with My Little Eye series! Amusing and educational story both kiddos and grown-ups will enjoy! Perfect for the most reluctant of readers. I Spy with My Little Eye questions help engage little readers further into the story for an interactive experience Designed
to strengthen visual thinking, fine motor skills, and hand-eye coordination Practice early learning concepts such as counting, colors, and matching with your preschooler or kindergartener At-home or on-the-go read ideal for road trips, airplane rides, rainy days, and more!
I Spy with My Little Eye Construction Vehicles
Adventure Awaits! Road Trip Activities & Travel Journal for Kids
Spy Sites of Washington, DC
Moscow's Most Daring Wartime Spy
Agent Sonya
I Spy the 50 States
Do you love riding on planes, trains, and automobiles but get restless on the way? If the answer is yes, take along The Everything Kids' Travel Activity Book and you'll be there before you know it! Packed full of puzzles, activities, quizzes, and games, this book provides hours of nonstop fun that can be done alone
or shared with other kids. There's cool stuff to do, like: Create your own postcard Invent a new automobile Play detective The Everything Kids' Travel Activity Book also gives you answers to all sorts of crazy questions: What makes your foot "go to sleep"? Why does your sister cough? Why do we daydream? On top of all
that, you can draw caricatures, test your memory, and even keep a weather diary. The traveling fun is so endless you'll never ask "Are we there yet?" again!
“American Spy updates the espionage thriller with blazing originality.”—Entertainment Weekly “There has never been anything like it.”—Marlon James, GQ “So much fun . . . Like the best of John le Carré, it’s extremely tough to put down.”—NPR NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY CHICAGO TRIBUNE AND ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • Time • NPR • Entertainment Weekly • Esquire • BuzzFeed • Vulture • Real Simple • Good Housekeeping • The New York Public Library What if your sense of duty required you to betray the man you love? It’s 1986, the heart of the Cold War, and Marie Mitchell is an
intelligence officer with the FBI. She’s brilliant, but she’s also a young black woman working in an old boys’ club. Her career has stalled out, she’s overlooked for every high-profile squad, and her days are filled with monotonous paperwork. So when she’s given the opportunity to join a shadowy task force aimed at
undermining Thomas Sankara, the charismatic revolutionary president of Burkina Faso whose Communist ideology has made him a target for American intervention, she says yes. Yes, even though she secretly admires the work Sankara is doing for his country. Yes, even though she is still grieving the mysterious death of
her sister, whose example led Marie to this career path in the first place. Yes, even though a furious part of her suspects she’s being offered the job because of her appearance and not her talent. In the year that follows, Marie will observe Sankara, seduce him, and ultimately have a hand in the coup that will bring
him down. But doing so will change everything she believes about what it means to be a spy, a lover, a sister, and a good American. Inspired by true events—Thomas Sankara is known as “Africa’s Che Guevara”—American Spy knits together a gripping spy thriller, a heartbreaking family drama, and a passionate romance.
This is a face of the Cold War you’ve never seen before, and it introduces a powerful new literary voice. NOMINATED FOR THE NAACP IMAGE AWARD • Shortlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize “Spy fiction plus allegory, and a splash of pan-Africanism. What could go wrong? As it happens, very little. Clever,
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bracing, darkly funny, and really, really good.”—Ta-Nehisi Coates “Inspired by real events, this espionage thriller ticks all the right boxes, delivering a sexually charged interrogation of both politics and race.”—Esquire “Echoing the stoic cynicism of Hurston and Ellison, and the verve of Conan Doyle, American Spy
lays our complicities—political, racial, and sexual—bare. Packed with unforgettable characters, it’s a stunning book, timely as it is timeless.”—Paul Beatty, Man Booker Prizewinning author of The Sellout
“An interactive and empowering book” to help African American men and women create a new vision of better health and navigate the health care system (BET.com). According to the federal Office of Minority Health, African Americans “are affected by serious diseases and health conditions at far greater rates than other
Americans.” In fact, African Americans suffer an estimated 85,000 excess deaths every year from diseases we know how to prevent: heart disease, stroke, cancer, high blood pressure, and diabetes. In this important and accessible book, Dr. Michelle Gourdine provides African Americans with the knowledge and guidance
they need to take charge of their wellbeing. Reclaiming Our Health begins with an overview of the primary health concerns facing African Americans and explains who is at greatest risk of illness. Expanding on her career and life experiences as an African American physician, Dr. Gourdine presents key insights into the
ways African American culture shapes health choices—how beliefs, traditions, and values can influence eating choices, exercise habits, and even the decision to seek medical attention. She translates extensive research into practical information and presents readers with concrete steps for achieving a healthier
lifestyle, as well as strategies for navigating the health-care system. This interactive guide with illustrations is a vital resource for every African American on how to live a healthier and more empowered life, and an indispensable handbook for health-care providers, policy makers, and others working to close the
health gap among people of color. Says Gourdine, “I wrote this book to empower our community to solve our own health problems and save our own lives.”
Search for interesting everyday things in the street with this i-SPY guide. This fun activity book will get kids exploring their own street as well as city centre streets and countryside roads in search of i-SPY points. Designed to stimulate children's observational skills, these activity and educational guides make
learning fun and enjoyable. This i-SPY Guide is arranged in thematic colour-coded sections, to help your i-SPYing activity and features: * Colour photographs for each type of the item from traffic lights to post boxes. * Description for each entry. * Points to score from common sights like house number (5 points) to
top spots such as town crier (25 points). Collect 1000 points to be awarded an i-SPY badge and a certificate.
A Novel
50 Fun Games to Play in the Car
I-SPY Car Badges
The Daily Show (The Book)
Games to Play, Songs to Sing, Fun Stuff to Do - Guaranteed to Keep You Busy the Whole Ride!
I-SPY On a Road Trip

Take a tour around the 50 states of the USA, from Maine to Hawaii, peeking through the holes as you go. Colorfully illustrated board book with images depicting the people, landmarks and things that make each state unique, as well as one item that it has "in common" with the state next door. Can you "spy" it is through the hole?
The beloved #1 New York Times bestseller, a "fiendishly plotted" (New York Times) "heart-in-your mouth adventure" (Washington Post) that "will take wing and soar into your heart" (Laurie Halse Anderson). October 11th, 1943--A British spy plane crashes in Nazi-occupied France. Its pilot and passenger are best friends. One of the girls has a
chance at survival. The other has lost the game before it's barely begun. When "Verity" is arrested by the Gestapo, she's sure she doesn't stand a chance. As a secret agent captured in enemy territory, she's living a spy's worst nightmare. Her Nazi interrogators give her a simple choice: reveal her mission or face a grisly execution. As she
intricately weaves her confession, Verity uncovers her past, how she became friends with the pilot Maddie, and why she left Maddie in the wrecked fuselage of their plane. On each new scrap of paper, Verity battles for her life, confronting her views on courage, failure and her desperate hope to make it home. But will trading her secrets be
enough to save her from the enemy? A universally acclaimed Michael L. Printz Award Honor book, Code Name Verity is a visceral read of danger, resolve, and survival that shows just how far true friends will go to save each other.
I Spy With My Little Eye Construction Vehicles - Fun And Education For Kids This book offers both entertainment and education. Your kids will be asked to find specific construction vehicles among various other machines. During activity they will learn how to recognize objects and colors and they will also train concentration. Click the cover
to reveal what's inside. About this book: ? 14 vehicles to spy, ? drawings of excavators, cranes, diggers, trucks, bulldozers and more, ? Large 8.5 x 8.5 inch pages, ? Printed on high quality premium color paper, ? Beautiful designs appropriate for kids ages 2-5, Put a SMILE on your kid's face! Scroll up and BUY NOW!
Washington, DC, stands at the epicenter of world espionage. Mapping this history from the halls of government to tranquil suburban neighborhoods reveals scoresof dead drops, covert meeting places, and secret facilities—a constellation ofclandestine sites unknown to even the most avid history buffs. Until now. Spy Sites of Washington, DC
traces more than two centuries of secret history from the Mount Vernon study of spymaster George Washington to the Cleveland Park apartment of the “Queen of Cuba.” In 220 main entries as well as listings for dozens more spy sites, intelligence historians Robert Wallace and H. Keith Melton weave incredible true stories of derring-do and
double-crosses that put even the best spy fiction to shame. Maps and more than three hundred photos allow readers to follow in the winding footsteps of moles and sleuths, trace the covert operations that influenced wars hot and cold, and understand the tradecraft traitors and spies alike used in the do-or-die chess games that have changed
the course of history. Informing and entertaining, Spy Sites of Washington, DC is the comprehensive guidebook to the shadow history of our nation’s capital.
On Juneteenth
What Can You Spot?
Spangles, Tiddlywinks and the Clitheroe Kid
Baseball
I-spy on the Road
Outer Space Road Trip
Sometimes the price of justice is a good man’s soul. The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Natchez Burning trilogy returns with an electrifying tale of friendship, betrayal, and shattering secrets that threaten to destroy a small Mississippi town. “An ambitious stand-alone thriller that is both an absorbing crime story and an in-depth exploration of grief, betrayal and corruption… Iles’s latest calls
to mind the late, great Southern novelist Pat Conroy. Like Conroy, Iles writes with passion, intensity and absolute commitment.” — Washington Post When Marshall McEwan left his Mississippi hometown at eighteen, he vowed never to return. The trauma that drove him away spurred him to become one of the most successful journalists in Washington, DC. But as the ascendancy of a chaotic administration
lifts him from print fame to television stardom, Marshall discovers that his father is terminally ill, and he must return home to face the unfinished business of his past. On arrival, he finds Bienville, Mississippi very much changed. His family’s 150-year-old newspaper is failing; and Jet Talal, the love of his youth, has married into the family of Max Matheson, one of a dozen powerful patriarchs who rule the
town through the exclusive Bienville Poker Club. To Marshall’s surprise, the Poker Club has taken a town on the brink of extinction and offered it salvation, in the form of a billion-dollar Chinese paper mill. But on the verge of the deal being consummated, two murders rock Bienville to its core, threatening far more than the city’s economic future. An experienced journalist, Marshall has seen firsthand
how the corrosive power of money and politics can sabotage investigations. Joining forces with his former lover—who through her husband has access to the secrets of the Poker Club—Marshall begins digging for the truth behind those murders. But he and Jet soon discover that the soil of Mississippi is a minefield where explosive secrets can destroy far more than injustice. The South is a land where
everyone hides truths: of blood and children, of love and shame, of hate and murder—of damnation and redemption. The Poker Club’s secret reaches all the way to Washington, D.C., and could shake the foundations of the U.S. Senate. But by the time Marshall grasps the long-buried truth about his own history, he would give almost anything not to have to face it.
Pack up the family car, hit the road, and entertain the kids for the entire trip - no phones or screens required! Adventure Awaits! Road Trip Activities & Travel Journal for Kids is a must-have activity book/journal for kids to enjoy as you reach your destination. Including car games, mad libs, puzzles, writing prompts, questionnaires, interview ideas, scavenger hunts, brainteasers, and more, this road trip
book is filled with more than 50 entertaining activities and endless fun. Design your own license plate, sketch your souvenirs, fill in bingo cards with what you find from looking out the window, and enjoy the journey as much as the vacation itself! Author Kristy Alpert is an award-winning freelance travel journalist and has work featured in Fodor's Travel, Travel Weekly, Yahoo! Travel, Refinery29, AFAR,
and several other popular publications.
NEW YORK TIMES • 10 BEST BOOKS OF 2021 New York Times • Times Critics Top Books of 2021 New York Times Bestseller Best Books of the Year • Washington Post, TIME, NPR, Oprah Daily, Boston Globe, Christian Science Monitor, Kansas City Independent, Los Angeles Public Library, Washington Independent Review of Books, Spy, Audile, Biblioracle, AbeBooks The essential, sweeping story of
Juneteenth’s integral importance to American history, as told by a Pulitzer Prize–winning historian and Texas native. Weaving together American history, dramatic family chronicle, and searing episodes of memoir, Annette Gordon-Reed’s On Juneteenth provides a historian’s view of the country’s long road to Juneteenth, recounting both its origins in Texas and the enormous hardships that AfricanAmericans have endured in the century since, from Reconstruction through Jim Crow and beyond. All too aware of the stories of cowboys, ranchers, and oilmen that have long dominated the lore of the Lone Star State, Gordon-Reed—herself a Texas native and the descendant of enslaved people brought to Texas as early as the 1820s—forges a new and profoundly truthful narrative of her home state, with
implications for us all. Combining personal anecdotes with poignant facts gleaned from the annals of American history, Gordon-Reed shows how, from the earliest presence of Black people in Texas to the day in Galveston on June 19, 1865, when Major General Gordon Granger announced the end of legalized slavery in the state, African-Americans played an integral role in the Texas story. Reworking the
traditional “Alamo” framework, she powerfully demonstrates, among other things, that the slave- and race-based economy not only defined the fractious era of Texas independence but precipitated the Mexican-American War and, indeed, the Civil War itself. In its concision, eloquence, and clear presentation of history, On Juneteenth vitally revises conventional renderings of Texas and national history. As
our nation verges on recognizing June 19 as a national holiday, On Juneteenth is both an essential account and a stark reminder that the fight for equality is exigent and ongoing.
Before the Internet became widely known as a global tool for terrorists, one perceptive U.S. citizen recognized its ominous potential. Armed with clear evidence of computer espionage, he began a highly personal quest to expose a hidden network of spies that threatened national security. But would the authorities back him up? Cliff Stoll's dramatic firsthand account is "a computer-age detective story,
instantly fascinating [and] astonishingly gripping" (Smithsonian). Cliff Stoll was an astronomer turned systems manager at Lawrence Berkeley Lab when a 75-cent accounting error alerted him to the presence of an unauthorized user on his system. The hacker's code name was "Hunter"—a mysterious invader who managed to break into U.S. computer systems and steal sensitive military and security
information. Stoll began a one-man hunt of his own: spying on the spy. It was a dangerous game of deception, broken codes, satellites, and missile bases—a one-man sting operation that finally gained the attention of the CIA . . . and ultimately trapped an international spy ring fueled by cash, cocaine, and the KGB.
Harriet the Spy
1950s Childhood Spangles, Tiddlywinks and The Clitheroe Kid
On the Motorway
Code Name Verity
I Spy with My Little Eye VEHICLES Book for Kids Ages 2-5
Beat the boredom and take time out from screens with this pocket-sized book packed with facts, photos and fantastic spots for hours of fun! Kids will have fun collecting points with more than 140 vehicles to find. From trucks and cars to police motorbikes and caravans, they'll learn all about things that go. And once they've scored 1000 points, super-spotters can claim their official i-SPY certificate
and badge. With more than 30 i-SPY books to collect, there's something for everyone! For even more fun on the road check out i-SPY Cars (ISBN 9780008386504).
Travelling with children can be at times frustrating for both parents and children. This travel journal provides lets children participate in the travel planning process. Maps let children plot the route to be taken. One side of the page is for pre-trip research. Children can google the destinations and write or draw what they think will be interesting. The other side is for post-trip writing or drawing. What
was interesting, what was boring, etc at each stop. Coloring pages at the back provide distraction and the back cover has a list of road signs to play I spy.
I Spy
The Ultimate Goal
CUCKOO'S EGG
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